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The wage gap impacts people’s livelihoods, the future of work and the economy – and pay data collection is a critical tool for solving it. Data collection is at the forefront of many timely conversations involving women at work, and is being tracked by global news networks, job sites, and economic and academic researchers and advocates.

In the United Kingdom, companies with more than 250 employees are required to report pay data, and our analysis reveals that many prominent U.S.-based companies or their subsidiaries are already reporting pay data in compliance with the U.K. law.

National Partnership for Women & Families analysis reveals that of companies on the Fortune 100 list in 2022, roughly two-thirds are already reporting wage gap data to the U.K. These companies employ more than 10 million people, and have nearly $1 trillion in profit, with roughly $7 trillion in revenues. These are among the most successful and powerful companies in the world, including Amazon, FedEx, Apple and more. Their ability to collect data to comply with legislation abroad is strong evidence of their ability to do so here in the U.S.

What policymakers can do:

- **The Biden-Harris Administration should reinstate the expanded EEO-1 pay data collection.** The expanded EEO-1 data collection from 2017-2018 included new data on race, gender, firm size and other characteristics – and was a groundbreaking effort to identify pay discrimination by race, gender, and more.
- **State policymakers should also pursue data collection,** using the California and Illinois legislation as models, in addition to learning from the EEO-1 data collection efforts.
- **Data collection must go hand in hand with enforcement efforts.** The resulting data should be fully analyzed, paying special attention to inequities by race and ability, and used to target enforcement efforts.
- **Complement data collection with additional efforts to reduce gender pay inequities** including passing the Paycheck Fairness Act, the FAMILY Act, the Raise the Wage Act and others.

The deep, persistent roots of unfair pay mean eliminating the wage gap requires a multi-prong approach, including supporting caregiving responsibilities, addressing job segregation and confronting discrimination. Ensuring we are able to fully assess the scope and scale of unfair pay through consistent, detailed data collection is essential for all of these efforts.

Read the full brief: How Data Collection Can Help Close the Wage Gap